
 

NFT VeneziaMetaTerme 
 
Hotel Terme Venezia, thanks to the support of its technologic partner Jampaa srl, is proud to announce the 

launch of a new NFT that will allow you to become part of the history of Hotel Venezia Terme while enjoying a 
dream weekend of relaxation and psychophysical well-being. 

 

 

By purchasing the exclusive NFT VeneziaMetaTerme you will receive: 

• A two-night stay for two in the Elegance Room with a view of the Euganean Hills; 

• A mud bath therapy treatment for two, a regenerating experience combining the benefits of mud and 

thermal baths; 

• A dinner for two in the Rialto Restaurant to enjoy a selection of delicious dishes from the Venetian to 

the Mediterranean tradition; 

• The unique VeneziaMetaTerme Artwork generated by AI; 

• The VeneziaMetaTerme Thermal Mud Jar no.1/100 created for this event. 

 

 

What is an NFT?  

NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) are digital certificates that allow us to identify and secure the ownership of 
assets, such as artworks and collectibles, thanks to blockchain, a unique registry accessible to anyone whose 

content, once written down, can no longer be modified or deleted. 

 

Hotel Terme Venezia has therefore used this technology to issue an NFT that serves as an exclusive ticket for 

a unique experience at the hotel. The NFT will then remain in the purchaser’s digital wallet as a blockchain 

proof of the participation in the experience. 

 

 

Information about the sale 

The NFT VeneziaMetaTerme will be auctioned on the OpenSea marketplace and the sale will last one week. 

 

• This is a dutch auction, also called a decreasing price listing. The initial sale price is set at 0.49 ETH 

and during sale week will gradually drop to 0.35 ETH. You can try to wait for the price to fall, but there 

is always the risk that someone else will buy the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme in the meantime. You will have 

to choose the best strategy to win this exclusive pass! 

• The NFT VeneziaMetaTerme is minted as  a unique token, so once it is sold, it will no longer be available.  

• OpenSea allows you to bid in WETH during the 7-day auction, but we will not accept any sort of bid. The 

NFT can only be purchased in ETH through the Buy Now button.  

 

Once you have bought the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme, in order to take part to the Experience at the hotel, you will 

need to contact us at the number +39 049 866 9800 or at the e-mail venezia@termevenezia.it to verify the 
ownership of the NFT and define timing and provision of services.  

 

By purchasing the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme you agree with our General Conditions. 

 

mailto:venezia@termevenezia.it
https://www.termevenezia.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Condizioni_generali_VeneziaMetaTerme.pdf


How to buy the NFT VeniceMetaTerme 

To take part to the auction, you need to have an a wallet and Ether cryptocurrency in it. If you are unfamiliar 

with this type of transaction, it is strongly recommended to get assistance. 

Below you can find a brief guide with the main steps to follow in order to purchase the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme 

in the easiest way possible (preferably from PC). 

 

1. Creation of a MetaMask crypto wallet. 
a. Go to https://metamask.io/, download the extension and add it to your Chrome browser. 

b. Set up your wallet with a password and keep the seed phrase in a safe place. 

 
Metamask Guide: https://metamask.zendesk.com/hc/it/articles/360015489531    

 

2. Creation of an account on Opensea 

a. Go to https://opensea.io/  

b. Click on Create in the top right corner 

c. Connect your MetaMask wallet. 
 

OpenSea Guide: https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/360061676254-How-do-I-create-an-

OpenSea-account-   

 

3. Purchase NFT VeneziaMetaTerme with credit card or prepaid via MoonPay 

a. Go to the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme auction page 
b. Click Buy now 

c. Tick the Card box and click on Complete purchase. 

d. If the Card option gives an error, tick the Crypto box, click on Complete purchase and then on 

Add funds with card.  

e. In either case (C. or D.) you will be redirected to the MoonPay service that allows you to buy 
crypto in real time with FIAT currency.  

 

Follow the instructions provided, you may be asked for your telephone number, a photo of your ID 

and a selfie. This will only be used to confirm your identity and comply with anti-money laundering 
regulations, your data will not be used for any other purpose. The procedure is requested and 

managed entirely by third parties and Hotel Terme Venezia declines all responsibility for any damages 

resulting from this operation. 

 
MoonPay Guide: https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/4413380935187-How-do-I-buy-

NFTs-with-a-credit-or-debit-card- 

 

4. After completing the procedure on MoonPay, confirm the transaction via your MetaMask crypto wallet. 

 

5. Congratulations! You have purchased the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme, and now you can see it in your 

wallet (Profile section). Now all you have to do is contact us at the number +39 049 866 9800 or at 

the e-mail venezia@termevenezia.it  

 

PLEASE NOTE: Once you have bought the NFT VeneziaMetaTerme, in order to take part to the Experience at 

the hotel, you will need to contact us at the number +39 049 866 9800 or at the e-mail venezia@termevenezia.it 
to verify the possession of the NFT and define timing and provision of services. By purchasing the NFT 

VeneziaMetaTerme you agree with our General Conditions. 
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